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Recent tort reform debates have been hindered by a lack of knowledge of how jurors assess damages. Two studies investigated whether jurors are able to appropriately compartmentalize compensatory and punitive damages. In Study I, mock jurors read a trial summary and were asked to assess compensatory and punitive damages in one of three conditions: (a) compensatory damages only, (b) punitive damages for the plaintiff, or (c) punitive damages for the state treasury. Results suggest that jurors who
did not have the option to award punitive damages inflated compensatory damages via pain and suffering awards. Jurors were marginally more likely to award punitive damages when the plaintiff was the recipient. Mock jurors in Study 2 read a similar case summary and were asked to assess compensatory and punitive damages. Two factors were varied in Study 2: (a) egregiousness of the defendant's conduct, and (b) the recipient of any punitive damages (the plaintiff vs. a consortium of state funds). Jurors
were more likely to award punitive damages when the defendant's conduct was more egregious and when the plaintiff was the recipient. The results suggest leakage between compensatory and punitive damage judgments, contrary to the law's mandate.
Intentional Interference with the Person; Intentional Interference with Property; Defenses to Intentional Interference with Person or Property; Negligence: Standard of Conduct; Negligence: Proof; Proximate Cause; Joint Tortfeasors; Limited Duty; Owners and Occupiers of Land; Negligence: Defenses; Imputed Negligence; Strict Liability; Compensation Systems; Nuisance; Tort and Contract; Products Liability; Misrepresentation and Nondisclosure; Defamation; Privacy; Misuse of Legal Procedure; Domestic
Relations; Survival and Wrongful Death; Economic Relations; Immunities.
This book studies the fundamental conflicts between the protections on the legal rights and interests of victims and the freedom of infringers to act first. It is divided into four parts, the first of which explores the relevant legal methodology in order to provide possible solutions to difficult problems in Chinese tort liability law. Secondly, it puts forward a range of suggestions on how to resolve key issues in China’s torts liability law, including the general provisions; the provisions concerning the fault
principle; the provisions of the non-fault principle; the special liability relation; damages; and defenses and related issues. Thirdly, the book addresses major institutional issues, including: the theory of consensus force; joint infringements; and operators’ duty of care; as well as several key relations: between the right to claim insurance compensation and the right to claim compensation for personal injury; between the right to claim tort liability and the right to exercise property rights; and between the
right to claim tort liability and the right to reject unjust enrichment. Further aspects in this section include compensation for death; mental damages; pure economic loss and compensation; punitive compensation; and compensation for road traffic accidents. Lastly, the book explores special issues in tort liability law, e.g. the infringement of media rights, and the specific tort liability in various administrative laws and regulations.
Foundations of Tort Law
A Primer on the Operations of the Law and the Legal System
The Measure of Injury
California Tort Guide
Torts and Compensation
Cases and Materials on Advanced Torts
Tort means a civil wrong. Tort cases include injury in road accidents, injury or death due to spurious foodstuffs, negligent treatment in hospitals, excesses by police authorities etc. Tort is breach of some duty independent of the contract which has caused damage to the plaintiff giving rise to civil cause of action and for which remedy is available. If there is no remedy, it cannot be called a tort because the essence of tort is to give remedy to the person who has suffered injury. In India, tort law is a relatively new area based on common law, supplemented by codifying statutes including statutes governing damages. While India generally
follows the English law, there are certain differences which may indicate judicial activism, hence creating controversy. There is little tort litigation in India due to: (a) lack of awareness about one's rights, (b) spirit of tolerance among Indians, (c) high cost of litigation which is beyond the means of poor people, (d) undue delay - particularly in civil cases - in the final disposal of cases and (e) discouraging attitude of the courts in tort cases. The law of torts has a social relevance in India where illiteracy and ignorance are widespread. The marginalized and vulnerable sections of the society, particularly in rural areas, do not understand
their rights and privileges under the Constitution of India and the laws enacted thereunder. The law of tort needs to be understood by one and all. The present Handbook explains the law of tort in simple and easily comprehensible language. It will be of immense help to students and practitioners of law.
This edition covers the course in around 1,000 pages. It includes additions carefully selected from hundreds of cases decided between 2009 and 2012. It also includes additions from recent statutes and authorities such as the Restatement Third of Torts. New cases illustrate core negligence issues such as the emergency doctrine, cause in fact, proximate cause, comparative fault, and assumed risk. New cases also address federal preemption, charitable immunity, tort duties of a contracting party, punitive damages and specialized fields, such as medical malpractice, products liability, governmental immunities, and duty to protect the
plaintiff from others.
This advanced torts casebook covers all the major business and dignitary torts, including defamation, privacy invasions, disparagement, bad faith breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, conversion of economic values, interference with contract and economic opportunity, unfair competition, and others. It examines essential policy issues involving free speech, free competition, and the question whether contract trumps tort in commercial transactions. It also includes material on developing law, such as internet issues, SLAPP statutes and analogous free speech issues, and the Economic Loss Rule (or Rules).
Civil Practice and Remedies Code
Torts
Economic and Dignitary Torts : Business, Commercial, and Intangible Harms
Dobbs, Hayden and Bublick's Torts and Compensation, Personal Accountability and Social Responsibility for Injury, Concise, 7th
The Effect of Class Actions, Consolidations, and Other Multiparty Devices
The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law
Using a light, conversational style—injected with humor, ingenuity and insight—this book makes the complex law of torts understandable for readers at any level. Throughout, case excerpts are used as the basis for discovering the kinds of evidence/facts that parties in a case have used to establish their points. The excerpts give readers an idea of what kinds of evidence to put on, and show them the beginnings of the process of evaluation and
comparison that are at the core of stare decisis. Torts, Contracts, and Crimes: What They Are and What They Aren't. Trespass, Assault, Battery, and Conversion. Ordinary Care and Negligence. Establishing the Standard of Care in the Courtroom. Causation in the Law of Torts. Defenses to Claims of Negligence. The Special Duties of Landowners. Compensatory Damages in Tort Cases. Aggravated Negligence, Fault, and Punitive Damages. Tort Liability for
Defective Products. The Law of Defamation, Libel, and Slander. Torts Involving Privacy and Seclusion. Malicious Prosecution, Abuse of Process, and False Arrest. Fraud, Misrepresentation, and Tortious Interference with Contracts. The Developing Law of Toxic Torts. The Role of Insurance in the Law of Toxic Torts. For Paralegals.
Christina Brooks Whitman, Francis A. Allen Collegiate Professor of Law, University of Michigan Law School -Now in its third edition this popular text has been comprehensively rewritten to take account of all new developments in the law, as well as Law Commission reports and academic writings. The book has also been restructured and divided into parts which correspond to the primary functions of the remedies for torts and breach of contract, namely compensation, restitution and punishment, compelling performance or preventing (or compelling the undoing of)
a wrong, and declaring rights. Reflecting their increased importance in practice, and the considerable recent academic attention devoted to them, there is also a new chapter on remedies for equitable wrongs such as breach of fiduciary duty and reach of confidence.
Philosophical Foundations of the Law of Torts
Law of tort: Including Compensation Under the Consumer Protection Act
Remedies in Tort
Personal Accountability and Social Responsibility for Injury
Understanding the Law for Physicians, Healthcare Professionals, and Scientists
The Law of Torts

This exceptional collection of twenty-two essays on the philosophical fundamentals of tort law assembles many of the world's leading commentators on this particularly fascinating conjunction of law and philosophy. The contributions range broadly, from inquiries into how tort law derives from Aristotle, Aquinas, and Kant to the latest economic and rights-based theories of legal reponsibility. This is truly a multi-national production, with contributions from several distinguished Oxford scholars of law and philosophy and many prominent scholars from the United States, Canada,
and Israel. A provocative closing essay by one of the world's leading moral philosophers illuminates how tort law enables philosophers to observe the abstract theories of their discipline put to the concrete test in the legal resolution of real-world controversies based on principles of right and wrong.
This version is newly streamlined for professors who teach a four-unit course or who want to cover fewer pages per day yet retain complete coverage. This edition tracks the standard edition but cuts an additional 300 pages by removing some cases and notes and occasionally trimming a case to a shorter format. This edition also omits chapters concerning defamation, fraud, and other economic and dignitary torts, as well as some material concerning alternatives to Tort law. The result is a substantially shorter casebook that nevertheless provides the coverage most teachers want.
Citizenship is generally viewed as the most desired legal status an individual can attain, invoking the belief that citizens hold full inclusion in a society, and can exercise and be protected by the Constitution. Yet this membership has historically been exclusive and illusive for many, and in Citizenship and its Exclusions, Ediberto Roman provides a sweeping, interdisciplinary analysis of citizenship's contradictions. Roman offers an exploration of citizenship that spans from antiquity to the present, and crosses disciplines from history to political philosophy to law, including
constitutional and critical race theories. Beginning with Greek and Roman writings on citizenship, he moves on to late-medieval and Renaissance Europe, then early Modern Western law. His analysis culminates with an explanation of how past precedents have influenced U.S. law and policy regulating the citizenship status of indigenous and territorial island people, as well as how different levels of membership have created a de facto subordinate citizenship status for many members of American society, often lumped together as the "underclass." "What kind of harms matter, and
why? Steeped in the history of American tort law, Martha Chamallas and Jennifer B. Wriggins demonstrate how attitudes about race and gender run through the harms recognized---and not recognized---by American law. Along the way, this fine book sheds light on deliberate and unconscious stereotyping, the shifting treatments of workplace and family injuries, the influence of social movements on law and public attitudes, and alternative approaches to harms, causation, and damages. This book is brimming with insights about how societies do and should express what matters in
assigning liability for human pain and loss." "This book asks important questions about the tort system. Tort law is largely taught and described from a doctrinal perspective that makes no attempt to see how it is actualy working on the ground. This book assesses how the tort system fares in operation by examining how race and gender influence court decisions in torts cases. A promising direction for scholarship on the tort system."
Uncertain Causation in Tort Law
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Goal Conflict in Juror Assessments of Compensatory and Punitive Damages
New Evidence from Lawsuit Findings
Prosser and Keeton on the Law of Torts
The Measure of InjuryRace, Gender, and Tort LawNYU Press
This updated edition is a valuable resource for torts professors teaching at all levels of instruction. It provides an enhanced theoretical and empirical foundation for a diverse selection of fundamental torts topics typically taught at the introductory level, such as the Hand formula, duty to rescue, market-share liability, and vicarious liability, while, at the same time, providing an in-depth exploration of cutting edge issues suitable for an advanced course or seminar, such as medical malpractice, products liability, federal
preemption of state tort law, and punitive damages. Each chapter includes an introductory overview of a topic in tort law, followed by abridged readings, and then provocative notes and questions. The intent is to give the instructor interesting material with which to work, and to equip the student with foundational tools useful for the critical reading of cases and articles. The Foundations of Law Series offers a collection of comprehensive readings that provide an interdisciplinary perspective on a substantive legal
field. Edited by scholars who have made important contributions, the readings are designed to provide an accessible introduction to the leading scholarship in a field. Accompanying notes and questions permit students to engage fully in the literature on their own, as well as to aid their understanding of material covered in classes. This eBook features links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify
proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
Remedies for Torts and Breach of Contract
The Doctrine of a Bygone Era
The Law of Strict Tort Liability in Texas
A Handbook on Law of Torts
Massachusetts Tort Damages
Tort Law Elements Knowledge Questions
*What is the concept of Tort and Contract difference? When a person commits a Tort, the court will not look at the Tort but at the harm or injury suffered by the victim as a result of that Tort. The court will typically order the defendant to pay compensation or provide other relief to the injured party. An examples of Torts include occupier's liability, nuisance, economic Torts, negligence, defamation or product liability.A Contract has an offer and an acceptance of that offer and the parties
involved must have capacity to contract. A breach of Contract by either party may result in awarding the remedy of Damages. An example of a Contract is an agreement between Company A to provide a security service to Company B in return for a valuable consideration paid by Company B to Company A. What is the difference between a tort and a criminal act?When it comes to the difference between a tort and a criminal act, the two can be especially difficult to distinguish. Here are the
basics: ‧Legally speaking, a tort occurs when one's negligence directly causes damage to a person or property. ‧A crime is defined as a wrongdoing against society. *Tort law means Tort law is the area that determines whether or not a person should be held legally responsible for someone' injuries or damaged property. This area of law also governs the types of damages an injured person is able to collect, such as medical expenses or lost wages. Tort disputes are settled in civil court
settings with one party seeking compensation from another. There are several types of torts, and each covers a wide array of cases. They include: ‧Negligence. Negligence is the most common type of tort. These take place when a person acts without due care and, as a result, unintentionally injures someone. ‧Strict Liability. In strict cases (for example, animal attacks or defective products) one party is always held liable regardless of circumstances - even if the injury was caused
unintentionally. ‧Intentional Torts. Intentional torts occur when an individual intentionally causes harm to another, such as battery or defamation. Confusingly, intentional torts often involve criminal activity and are therefore often confused with criminal wrongdoing. However, if the injured party chooses to sue for compensation, the case then also becomes a tort case.
Many workers in medicine, healthcare administration, science, and technology, no matter how strong their academic degrees or how distinguished their careers, find themselves baffled, frustrated, and even angered by their encounters with the law. Some of those occasions may lead to the need for a lawyer. But many of the bafflements and frustrations arise from ignorance about what the law is, including how it operates. Over more than a half century of inquiry into the relations between
law and science, and through numerous conversations with physicians, scientists, and healthcare professionals whose work rests on technological development, the author realized that they often desire more knowledge about the operations of the law and the legal system. This book seeks to provide basic knowledge about the law in realms where these professionals often encounter it, primarily in areas where activities pose risks of personal injury. This book discusses two basic types of
law: civil litigation and other remedies afforded to persons who ascribe injuries to the conduct or product of others, and direct regulation by the government of the levels of safety in those areas. Principal practical applications of this knowledge lie in ways to minimize risk, both in the primary sense and in efforts to avoid litigation over injuries, and in how to present arguments about policy to government officials who write laws and regulations.
This affordable text covers tort law comprehensively and quizically, with over 200 authoritative questions and explanatory answers. It is presented in the form of questions and answers, like flash cards, to review law. Duty, status, contract, foreseeability, breach, standard of care, reasonably prudent person, cause in fact=causa sine qua non=but for causality, proximate cause=legal cause, Hand's test, damages, pure economic losses, consequential damages, punitive damages, defenses,
contributory negligence, comparative fault, res ipsa loquitor, joint and several liability, indeterminate cause, probabilistic proof, market share liability, joint tort-feasors: you need to know all that by heart to get through your torts exam and the bar. All that is in this book: the rules you need for the grades and pass you want. Good luck! This quiz book series can be used for traditional self-study or in combination with trivia pie games and at bar trivia nights. Quiz yourself, stump your
friends. Take the quiz book, get a friend or a couple and go to the bar and quiz each other over a beer or coffee and cake, depending on how serious your study session is. This quiz book is also suitable for similar social gatherings, e.g. SBA meetings, debating union, moot court. The idea is to make the study of law more FUN and SOCIAL to liven up the study and make it memorable!
Punitive Damages
A Damages Expert's Perspective
Material and Cases
Asbestos Claims
Direct and General Limits on Tort Damages in the United States
Louisiana Law of Torts: A Precis
A Claimant's Guide to Understanding and Presenting Injury Damages, aims to guide people who (a) legitimately acquired injuries through little or no fault of their own, (b) seek fair compensation for acquired disabling problems, and (c) are pursuing litigation with concomitant damages claims.
Documenting a prominent jurist's efforts, a collection of case studies examines his successes with Vietnam veteran exposure to Agent Orange, asbestos, and DES and repetitive stress syndrome, describes current legal attitudes, and recommends compassionate alternatives. UP.
A feminist rewrite of tort law cases that reveals gender bias and the law's failure to redress serious harms to women.
Legislation of Tort Liability Law in China
Discretionary Function
Constitutional Challenges to Punitive Damages After BMW V. Gore
Philosophical Foundations of Tort Law
A Claimants Guide to Understanding and Presenting Injury Damages
Introduction to the Law of Torts

Louisiana Law of Torts is designed to provide a brief overview of tort law generally, and the Louisiana treatment of the most common areas of tort law. It is an essential and original resource for Louisiana law students and the legal profession in general. In addition to the overview materials, this Precis also: • Provides a concise history of Louisiana tort law and its unique background of French, English, Spanish and American sources. • Compares Louisiana tort law with the general American common law, emphasizing some
differences (such as parent-child vicarious liability, recovery of mental anguish and consortium damages, liability of providers of alcohol, punitive damages, comparative negligence and the residue of the concept of assumption of risk and also • Compares the concept of "proximate cause" or "legal cause" with Louisiana's "duty/risk" solution of the same problems. • Discusses defamation, right of privacy and the unique Louisiana concept of the insurance direct action statute; and • Includes comprehensive treatment of special
claims against providers of services (including malpractice) and makers and sellers of goods.
This discussion of causal uncertainty in tort liability shows the important normative, epistemological and procedural implications of the various proposed solutions, and will be of interest to legal scholars, legal philosophers and advanced tort law students.
This book offers a rich insight into the law of torts and cognate fileds, and will be of broad interest to those working in legal and moral philosophy. It has contributions from all over the world and represents the state-of-the art in tort theory.
The Role of Punitive Damages in Civil Litigation
The Effects of Seeking Punitive Damages on the Processing of Tort Claims
Feminist Judgments: Rewritten Tort Opinions
Selected Essays on the Law of Torts
California Tort Damages
Individual Justice in Mass Tort Litigation
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